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Except where otherwise noted, this presentation is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.
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What browsers see.

What humans see.

RDFa Primer - Bridging the Human and Data Webs
http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-rdfa-primer/
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Why?

Source: ARL Statistics 2005-06, Association of Research Libraries, Washington, D.C.

“What about me?”

+

Greyson, Devon et al. “Open access archiving and article citations within health services and policy research” (JABSC), 2009

Gargouri, Y., Hajjem, C., Lariviere, V., Gingras, Y., Brody, T., Carr, L. and Harnad, S. (2010) Self-Selected or Mandated, Open
Access Increases Citation Impact for Higher Quality Research. PLOS ONE, 5 (10). e13636.

Data from Gleditsch et al. Int Studies Perspectives. 2003. Graphic from Piwowar et al. PLoS ONE. 2007.
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Blumenthal, David “Data Withholding in Genetics and the Other Life Sciences: Prevalences and Predictors” Academic Medicine 2006

Data (n):
1) pieces of information.
2) information.
3) A collection of object-units that are
distinct from one another.
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/data

Database (n):
A collection of (usually) organized
information in a regular structure, usually
but not necessarily in a machine-readable
format accessible by a computer.
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/database

'information” ?

“Just the facts, ma'am.”
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US Code 17 § 102(b)
“In no case does copyright protection for an
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procedure, process, system, method of operation,
concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the
form in which it is described, explained, illustrated,
or embodied in such work.”
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Feist Publications, Inc.
v.
Rural Telephone Service Co.
(1991)

“Iceland phonebook is sorted on first names” selmerv

Yellow Pages – Silver Tusk

"sweat of the brow"

“Because Rural's white pages lack the requisite
originality, Feist's use of the listings cannot
constitute infringement. This decision should not
be construed as demeaning Rural's efforts in
compiling its directory, but rather as making clear
that copyright rewards originality, not effort.”
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EU

Database Directive

“Member States shall provide for a right for the
maker of a database which shows that there has
been qualitatively and/or quantitatively a
substantial investment in either the obtaining,
verification or presentation of the contents to
prevent extraction and/or re-utilization of the
whole or of a substantial part, evaluated
qualitatively and/or quantitatively, of the contents
of that database.”

Source http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31996L0009:EN:HTML
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data and database sharing made easy*.
* for certain values of “easy.”

Problem 1:
“attribution stacking”

Attribution != Citing

Social Norms

Problem 2:
ShareAlike in Data?

Problem 3:
lack of legal certainty

US vs EU
Collection vs Creative Choice

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

Waiver, not a license

“The person who associated a work with this
document has dedicated the work to the
Commons by waiving all of his or her rights to the
work worldwide under copyright law and all
related or neighboring legal rights he or she had
in the work, to the extent allowable by law.”

Effectively Public Domain

Except:
1. Privacy rights
2. Patent rights
3. Trademark rights

What about works
already in the Public
Domain?

This work (St. Remi, Rheims, France, 1903), identified by Brooklyn Museum, is free of known copyright restrictions.

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/
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Public Domain Mark
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Why?
Every course is different
Each student is different

“This is a really good presentation. Very clear
and I like your examples and excel sheet
calculations. Thank you for the great lecture.”
“My teacher did not explain as clear as you did.”
“Thanks for this video. Very well explained and
with examples.”

How?

Start now by making a small change
in how you create your own content.

Mostly:
When possible, use only
Openly Licensed (or Public Domain) Content

the extra information
: author name
: link to content
: license name
: link to license

http://open.umich.edu/wiki/Open_Content_How-to 124

Learning about Orchids
Lady Finger

Phalaenopsis

A Phalaenopsis hybrid

Lady Finger Orchid CC:BY aussiegall (flickr) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
phalaenopsis CC:BY audreyjm529 (flickr) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
A Phalaenopsis hybrid CC:BY-SA Zizonus (flickr) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

Herbert L. Fred, MD and Hendrik A. van Dijk - <http://cnx.org/content/m14942/latest/>
Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 License <http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/>

Some “otherwise noted” content
The Creative Commons cartoons: CC:BY Ryan Junell
“IMG_1633” - sigmaman - http://www.flickr.com/photos/sigmaman/3891058119/ - Public Domain
● “christina, cal class of '08” - bittermelon - http://www.flickr.com/photos/bittermelon/2521892649/ - CC:BY-NC
● “The Path of Least Resistance” - NazarethCollege - http://www.flickr.com/photos/nazareth_college/3525764942/ - CC:BY
● “for squirrels and chipmunks, practice makes perfect” - emdot - http://www.flickr.com/photos/emdot/56156364/ - CC:BY
● “books in a stack (a stack of books)” - austinevan -http://www.flickr.com/photos/austinevan/1225274637/ - CC:BY
● “Real Academia” – fernando garcÃ-a redondo – http://www.flickr.com/photos/fgr1986/3787437711/ - CC:BY
● “I Love To Share – 2009” - creativecommons - http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativecommons/3303749499/ - CC:BY
● “and more servers” - mysterbee - http://www.flickr.com/photos/mysterybee/1659329016/ - CC:BY-SA
● “IXS_1916” - acme - http://www.flickr.com/photos/acme/2628554102/ - CC:BY
● “Dr. Kevin Padian talk - From Dinosaurs to Birds: How Did It Happen?” - mikebaird http://www.flickr.com/photos/mikebaird/2208087847/ - CC:BY
●
●

Where?

open.umich.edu
ocw.mit.edu
oyc.yale.edu
ocw.georgetown.edu
ocw.tufts.edu
unow.nottingham.ac.uk
openlearn.open.ac.uk

Summary:
1. CC Licenses are a natural choice for OA.
2. Participating in OA and Open Data benefits
you.
3. Participating in OER can benefit you.
4. SHARING benefits YOU.
5. CC makes that sharing easy.

Greg Grossmeier
Creative Commons Fellow
greg@grossmeier.net
greg@creativecommons.org
http://grossmeier.net/files/presos/siuc

Credits
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“for squirrels and chipmunks, practice makes perfect” - emdot - http://www.flickr.com/photos/emdot/56156364/ - CC:BY



“books in a stack (a stack of books)” - austinevan -http://www.flickr.com/photos/austinevan/1225274637/ - CC:BY

“Dr. Kevin Padian talk - From Dinosaurs to Birds: How Did It Happen?” - mikebaird http://www.flickr.com/photos/mikebaird/2208087847/ - CC:BY




“and more servers” - mysterbee - http://www.flickr.com/photos/mysterybee/1659329016/ - CC:BY-SA



“StatCounter graph September 2005” - donnunn - http://www.flickr.com/photos/donnunn/48301035/ - CC:BY-SA



With some inspiration from Nathan Yergler's presentation on the topic: http://wiki.creativecommons.org/CC_and_OA

Some OER slides in this presentation were produced in collaboration with Garin Fons, Pieter Kleymeer, Kathleen Ludewig, and
Susan Topol of Open.Michigan


